
Sta 961: Homework #31. Verify that the Markov hange-point gamma proess does not have ID marginal distri-butions of all orders| in fat, even the two dimensional marginal distributions (whosejoint hf is given in x2.4 of the leture notes) annot be written as the sum of n = 2iid random variables.2. Fix � > 0 and 0 < � < 1. If X � Po(�) and, onditional on X, Y � Bi(X; �), �nd thejoint (marginal) distribution of Y and Z := X � Y .3. Fix � > 0 and 0 < � < 1. Construt a stationary Markov hain fXtg with marginaldistribution Xt � Po(�) and autoorrelation Corr(Xs; Xt) = �js�tj.4. Optional: Write a program in your hoie of R, Matlab, or Python that draws fXtgat integer times 0 � t � 100 for one or more of the six stationary AR(1)-like Gammaproesses desribed in the lass notes, with Ga(� = 4; � = 1) marginal distributionsand with one-step autoorrelation � = exp(��) = 0:90. For eah,� plot Xt vs. t;� show a histogram of fXtg with the Ga(�; �) pdf overlaid;� show a satter-plot of onseutive pairs f(Xt; Xt+1)g;� ompute the sample mean, variane, and one-step autoorrelation, and omparethem to the theoretial values;� omment on any features you notie that distinguish the proesses.Generating the Gamma AR(1) proess of x2.1 and the Thinned Gamma Proess ofx2.2 reursively (�rst X0, then X1, et.) is straightforward. Generating the SquaredO-U Gamma Di�usion at integer times is straightforward too, sine the OU proessesZi(t) at integer times are just Gaussian AR(1) proesses with exp(��=2) = p� for theautoorrelation parameter, so they too an be onstruted reursively.The Markov hange-point Gaussian Proess an onstruted at integer times either re-ursively or, a little more elegently, by notiing that there will be a Po(100�)-distributednumber N of hange-points in the entire 100-unit period, whose distribution, ondi-tionally on N , will be iid Un(0; 100).The Continuously-Thinned Gamma proess an be approximated by either drawing afew thousand mass points f(bj; tj)g and f(�i; si)g of the Beta and Gamma proessesand onstruting expliitly the stohasti integral (equation (12b) in x2.6 of the lassnotes), or simply by hoosing a large integer n and onstruting the sum of equation(12a) as an approximation.Finally, there remains the Random Measure onstrution of x2.3. For this set T = 100,� = 0:9, and onstrut the proess Xt at times t 2 f0; : : : ; Tg as �nite sums (see1



Figure (1)) Xt = tXi=0 T�iXj=t�i �ij; 0 � t � T (1)of independent random variables�ij � Ga(�ij�; �)with intensities �ij, for 0 � i � i + j � T , given by�ij = 8>>><>>>:�j (1� �)2 0 < i � i+ j < T ;�j (1� �) 0 < i � i+ j = T ;�j (1� �) 0 = i � i+ j < T ;�j 0 = i � i+ j = T:This entails drawing T (T +1)=2 = 5151 gamma-distributed �ijs. As an alternative, es-
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ζ03Figure 1: Illustration of random-measure AR(1)-like Gamma proess Xtpeially appealing ifXt is required at a larger number T of times (or ontinuously at allt in some interval), one an draw the largest 1; 000{10; 000 or so mass points f(xi; yi)gof the random measure G(dx dy) using the Inverse L�evy Measure (ILM) algorithm ofWolpert & Ikstadt (1998), and evaluate Xt = G(Gt) where needed. Last edited: April 25, 20142


